The Graduate Student Assembly: Who we are and what we do

From the GSA, Welcome to UT!

CHRISTINA BAZE
GSA President, The University of Texas at Austin
Who we are:

• **Legislative student organization**
  ○ Voting members: representatives
  ○ Resolutions and bills

• **Graduate student community**
  ○ Social events, mentorship, workshops, etc.
What we do:

• Official **communication** of graduate student needs to UT administration
• Forum to develop and recommend **policy**
• Opportunities for graduate students to **connect socially**
• **Financial support** for student organizations and travel
2019-20 platform points

- Labor conditions & compensation
- Housing
- Access to mental health care
- Diversity and inclusion
- Green issues and sustainability
Stay connected!

Email: utgsainfo@gmail.com
Facebook: @GSAatUT
Twitter: @utgsa
Instagram: utgsa

Join us TONIGHT for our social welcome event!

Alumni Center
Main Lounge & Concourse
5-8pm

Hors d’oeuvres and networking, all are welcome!